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AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 20 September 201 1 (20.09.201 1)

1. (Currently Amended) A computer-implemented method comprising:

receiving, at a transaction management computing subsystem of an advertising

platform, a set of original bid responses from a set of decisioning

computing subsystems of the advertising platform, each original bid

response including an original bid price;

generating, by the transaction management computing subsystem, a set of

adjusted bid responses according to a yield management criterion, each

adjusted bid response including an adjusted bid price, wherein at least a

first one of the adjusted bid responses is generated according to a first

yield management criterion and at least a second one of the adjusted bid

responses is generated according to a second yield management criterion;

and

selecting a winning bid response from among the set of bid responses based on

the adjusted bid prices.

2 . (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein generating

the set of adjusted bid responses includes adjusting the original bid price of at least one of

the original bid responses according to the yield management criterion.

3. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 2, wherein adjusting the

original bid price includes applying at least one of an additive bias and a percentage bias

to the original bid price to generate the adjusted bid price.

4 . (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 2, wherein the yield

management criterion includes a list of preferred buyers, and wherein each original bid

response is associated with a buyer.
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5. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 4, wherein generating the

set of adjusted bid responses comprises, for each original bid response:

if the buyer associated with the original bid response is included on the list of

preferred buyers, applying a bias according to the yield management

criterion to the original bid price of the original bid response to generate

the adjusted bid price of the corresponding adjusted bid response; and

if the buyer associated with the original bid response is not included on the list of

preferred buyers, setting the adjusted bid price of the corresponding

adjusted bid response to equal the original bid price of the original bid

response.

6. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 2, wherein the yield

management criterion includes a list of preferred groups of buyers, and wherein each

original bid response is associated with a buyer.

7. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 6, wherein generating the

set of adjusted bid responses comprises, for each original bid response:

if the buyer associated with the original bid response belongs to at least one of the

preferred groups of buyers, applying a bias according to the yield

management criterion to the original bid price of the original bid response

to generate the adjusted bid price of the corresponding adjusted bid

response; and

if the buyer associated with the original bid response does not belong to any of the

preferred groups of buyers, setting the adjusted bid price of the

corresponding adjusted bid response to equal the original bid price of the

original bid response.
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8. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 2, wherein the yield

management criterion includes a modifying bias associated with a selected attribute.

9. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 8, wherein the selected

attribute includes at least one of a technical attribute of a creative associated with the

original bid response and a technical attribute associated with an ad space.

10. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 8, wherein the selected

attribute includes an attribute characterizing an impression consumer.

11. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 8, wherein the selected

attribute characterizing an impression consumer includes at least one of a demographic

attribute of the impression consumer, a geographic attribute of the impression consumer,

and an attribute characterizing a browsing history of the impression consumer.

12. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 8, wherein each original

bid response includes information specifying at least one attribute, and wherein

generating the set of adjusted bid responses comprises, for each original bid response:

if at least one of the attributes included in the original bid response matches the

selected attribute, applying the modifying bias to a bid price associated

with the original bid response to generate the adjusted bid price of the

corresponding adjusted bid response; and

if none of the attributes included in the original bid response matches the selected

attribute, setting the adjusted bid price of the corresponding adjusted bid

response to equal a bid price associated with the original bid response.
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13. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 12, wherein the bid price

associated with the original bid response is at least one of the original bid price and the

original bid price adjusted by a bias according to the yield management criterion.

14. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 2, wherein generating the

set of adjusted bid responses comprises including the following in the set of adjusted bid

responses:

(1) the adjusted bid responses having an adjusted bid price greater than or equal to

a minimum bid price specified by the yield management criterion; and

(2) the original bid responses for which the original bid price was not adjusted and

which have an original bid price greater than or equal to the minimum bid

price.

15. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein generating the

set of adjusted bid responses comprises including in the set of adjusted bid responses only

the original bid responses having an original bid price greater than or equal to a minimum

bid price specified by the yield management criterion.

16. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the yield

management criterion includes a floor modifying bias associated with a selected attribute,

and wherein generating the set of adjusted bid responses includes applying the floor

modifying bias to a minimum bid price specified by the yield management criterion to

generate a modified minimum bid price.

17. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 16, wherein the selected

attribute includes at least one of a technical attribute of a creative associated with the

original bid response and a technical attribute of an ad space.
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18. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 16, wherein the selected

attribute includes an attribute characterizing an impression consumer.

19. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 16, wherein each original

bid response includes information specifying at least one attribute, and wherein

generating the set of adjusted bid responses comprises, for each original bid response:

if at least one of the attributes included in the original bid response matches the

selected attribute, including the original bid response in the set of adjusted

bid responses if the original bid price of the original bid response is

greater than or equal to the modified minimum bid price; and

if none of the attributes included in the original bid response matches the selected

attribute, including the original bid response in the set of adjusted bid

responses if the original bid price of the original bid response is greater

than or equal to the minimum bid price.

20. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 2, further comprising

applying a price reduction to the adjusted bid price associated with the winning bid

response.

2 1. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 20, wherein applying a

price reduction comprises setting a winning bid price of the winning bid response to the

original bid price corresponding to the second highest adjusted bid price.

22. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 20, wherein applying a

price reduction comprises setting a winning bid price of the winning bid response to the

larger of a minimum bid price specified by the yield management criterion and the

original bid price corresponding to the second highest adjusted bid price.
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23. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 20, wherein applying a

price reduction comprises setting a winning bid price of the winning bid response to the

second highest original bid price.

24. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 20, wherein applying a

price reduction comprises setting a winning bid price of the winning bid response to the

larger of a minimum bid price specified by the yield management criterion and the

second highest original bid price.

25. (Original) A system that provides an online advertising platform, the system

comprising:

a first non-transitory machine-readable medium storing instructions executable by

one or more data processors to:

group impression inventory units based at least in part on performance

characteristics of the impression inventory units.

26. (Original) The system of claim 25, further comprising:

a second non-transitory machine-readable medium storing data characterizing

performance characteristics of at least some of the impression inventory

units.

27. (Original) The system of claim 25, wherein the performance characteristics are

measured using one or more of the following revenue models: cost-per-mille, cost-per-

click, cost-per-action, click-through-rate, and cost-per-conversion.

28. (Original) The system of claim 25, wherein the instructions to group the

impression inventory units comprise instructions executable by the one or more data

processors to:
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examine data characterizing performance characteristics of at least some of the

impression inventory units; and

based at least in part on results of the examination, identify, as a group, a cluster

of impression inventory units that share similar performance

characteristics.

29. (Original) The system of claim 25, wherein the instructions to group the

impression inventory units comprise instructions executable by the one or more data

processors to:

examine data characterizing impression volume associated with at least some of

the impression inventory units; and

based at least in part on results of the examination, identify, as a group, a cluster

of impression inventory units that have an aggregate impression volume

that exceeds a threshold.

30. (Original) The system of claim 29, wherein the first non-transitory machine-

readable medium further stores instructions executable by the one or more data

processors to:

rank order groups of impression inventory units based at least in part on one or

more of the following the respective aggregate impression volumes and a

financial metric.

31. (Original) The system of claim 25, wherein the first non-transitory machine-

readable medium further stores instructions executable by the one or more data

processors to:

examine pricing data associated with at least some of the impression inventory

units; and
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determine an initial bid price for a first campaign based at least in part on one or

more bidding goals associated with the first campaign and results of the

examination.

32. (Original) The system of claim 31, wherein the first non-transitory machine-

readable medium further stores instructions executable by the one or more data

processors to:

execute a plurality of first campaign transactions based at least in part on the

initial bid price;

analyze events associated with the executed plurality of first campaign

transactions; and

determine a final bid price for the first campaign based on results of the analysis.

33. (Original) The system of claim 32, wherein the events include conversion events

and click events.

34. (Original) The system of claim 32, wherein the plurality of first campaign

transactions are executed on select groups of the set of groups.

35. (Original) A system that provides an online advertising platform, the system

comprising:

a first non-transitory machine-readable medium storing first data characterizing a

set of venues, each venue including a set of impression inventory units

that share similar performance characteristics, each venue having an

estimated aggregate impression volume that exceeds a threshold;



a second non-transitory machine-readable medium storing second data

characterizing member-specific prior executed transactions on the

platform;

a third non-transitory machine-readable medium storing instructions executable

by one or more data processors to:

accept, from a first member, a specification of a first campaign, the

specification including one or more bidding goals;

examine the second data to generate a rank ordered set of venues for the

first member;

execute a first plurality of first campaign transactions on a first venue of

the rank ordered set to determine a first bid valuation for the first

campaign that satisfies the specification.

36. (Original) The system of claim 35, wherein the first venue of the ranked ordered

set is the highest ranked venue of the ranked ordered set.

37. (Original) The system of claim 35, wherein the instructions to execute the first

plurality of first campaign transactions comprises instructions executable by the one or

more data processors to:

iteratively execute the first plurality of first campaign transactions until a first

events criteria is satisfied.

38. (Original) The system of claim 37, wherein the first events criteria includes a

comparison of a number of success events and a learn threshold.

39. (Original) The system of claim 38, wherein the success events include one of

conversion events and click events.



40. (Original) The system of claim 35, wherein the third non-transitory machine-

readable medium stores instructions executable by the one or more data processors to:

execute a second plurality of first campaign transactions on the first venue of the

ranked ordered set to determine a second bid valuation for the first

campaign that satisfies the specification.

4 1. (Original) The system of claim 40, wherein the second bid valuation is capped in

accordance with a maximum cost-per-mille revenuemodel.

42. (Original) The system of claim 40, wherein the instructions to execute the second

plurality of first campaign transactions comprises instructions executable by the one or

more data processors to:

iteratively execute the second plurality of first campaign transactions until a

second events criteria is satisfied.

43. (Original) The system of claim 42, wherein the second events criteria includes a

comparison of a number of success events and a confidence threshold.

44. (Original) The system of claim 43, wherein the success events include one of

conversion events and click events.

45. (Original) The system of claim 35, wherein the third non-transitory machine-

readable medium stores instructions executable by the one or more data processors to:

apply a cadence modifier to the second bid valuation.

46. (Original) The system of claim 45, wherein the cadence modifier includes at least

one of a recency component and a frequency component.



47. (Original) A system that provides an online advertising platform, the system

comprising:

a first non-transitory machine-readable medium storing information defining an

inventory taxonomy that includes a set of platform inventory quality

attributes, a set of platform inventory content categories, and a set of non-

platform-to-platform mappings;

a second non-transitory machine-readable medium storing identifiers of classified

inventory, each identifier being associated with a unit of inventory that is

classified according to the inventory taxonomy; and

a third non-transitory machine-readable medium storing instructions executable

by one or more data processors to:

provide a user interface through which an inventory buyer on the platform

defines a set of inventory buying opportunities at least in part by

specifying targeting criteria using the inventory taxonomy; and

store information characterizing the set of inventory buying opportunities

in association with the buyer.

48. (Original) The system of claim 47, wherein the non-platform-to-platform

mappings include one or more of a set of non-platform-to-platform inventory quality

attribute mappings and a set of non-platform-to-platform inventory content category

mappings.

49. (Original) The system of claim 47, wherein the second non-transitory machine-

readable medium further stores, in association with each identifier of classified inventory,

information that characterizes a corresponding unit of classified inventory according to

the inventory taxonomy.
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50. (Original) The system of claim 47, wherein the third non-transitory machine-

readable medium further stores instructions executable by the one or more data

processors to:

provide a user interface through which the inventory buyer on the platform further

defines the set of inventory buying opportunities at least in part by

specifying user targeting criteria.

51. (Original) The system of claim 47, wherein the set of inventory buying

opportunities comprises a campaign.

52. (Original) The system of claim 47, wherein at least some of the identifiers of the

classified inventory are associated with seller-classified units of inventory.

53. (Original) The system of claim 52, wherein at least some of the seller-classified

units of inventory are managed inventory provided on the platform by one or more of the

following: a publisher and an advertising network.

54. (Original) The system of claim 52, wherein at least some of the seller-classified

units of inventory are managed inventory that is resold on the platform by one or more of

the following: a publisher and an advertising network.

55. (Original) The system of claim 47, wherein at least some of the identifiers of the

classified inventory are associated with platform-classified units of inventory.

56. (Original) The system of claim 55, wherein at least some of the platform-

classified units of inventory are real-time third-party inventory provided on the platform

by one or more of the following: an advertising network, an advertising exchange, and

an inventory aggregator.
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57. (Original) The system of claim 47, wherein the set of inventory quality attributes

include one or more of the following attributes: political, social media, photo and video

sharing, moderated forums, unmoderated forums, incentivized clicks, non-English

language, streaming media, intended for children audience, intended for young adults

audience, intended for a general audience, and intended for a mature audience.

58. (Original) The system of claim 47, wherein the set of inventory content

categories includes one or more of the following categories: online community, arts and

entertainment, games, internet and telecommunications, news, sports, business and

industry, reference and language, shopping, computers and electronics, lifestyles, beauty

and personal care, real estate, books and literature, autos and vehicles, food and drink,

health, education, finance, pets and animals, travel, recreation, science, home and garden,

and law and government.

59. (Original) A system that provides an online advertising platform, the system

comprising:

a first non-transitory machine-readable medium storing information defining an

inventory taxonomy that includes a set of inventory quality attributes and

a set of inventory content categories; and

a second non-transitory machine-readable medium storing instructions executable

by one or more data processors to:

provide a user interface through which an inventory seller on the platform

defines a set of inventory selling opportunities at least in part by

classifying units of inventory using the inventory taxonomy; and

store information characterizing the set of inventory selling opportunities

in association with the seller.

60. (Original) The system of claim 59, wherein the set of inventory selling

opportunities comprises one of a direct media buy and a real-time media buy.
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6 1. (Original) The system of claim 59, wherein the set of inventory quality attributes

include one or more of the following attributes: political, social media, photo and video

sharing, moderated forums, unmoderated forums, incentivized clicks, non-English

language, streaming media, intended for children audience, intended for young adults

audience, intended for a general audience, and intended for a mature audience.

62. (Original) The system of claim 59, wherein the set of inventory content

categories includes one or more of the following categories: online community, arts and

entertainment, games, internet and telecommunications, news, sports, business and

industry, reference and language, shopping, computers and electronics, lifestyles, beauty

and personal care, real estate, books and literature, autos and vehicles, food and drink,

health, education, finance, pets and animals, travel, recreation, science, home and garden,

and law and government.
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STATEMENT UNDER ARTICLE 19 (1)

The Examiner has identified Jaschke (US 2007/0130005) and Jain (US

2007/0179849) as each relevant, when taken alone, to the patentability of independent

claim 1.

We submit that neither Jaschke nor Jain discloses or suggests a method in which

at least a first one of the adjusted bid responses is generated according to a first yield

management criterion and at least a second one of the adjusted bid responses is generated

according to a second yield management criterion, as recited in independent claim 1.
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